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The Menominee Way: Attitude 
by Editor 

One of the most stand-out parts of Menominee is our 

philosophy of the Way and the faith we hold towards 

it. The Way is what guides our moral compass here at 

the Friendly Confines. Every Sunday night, all of camp 

comes together to reflect on the week and honor 

individuals who have strongly represented one of the 

six traits of the Menominee Way. The C.I.T.s are an 

integral part of this experience as they build the fire 

we sit around as well as honor people during the 

ceremony. For the first Way ceremony, the C.I.T.s 

decided to start with the Attitude trait. They began the ceremony with the following speech: 

“Attitude: A positive way of thinking that persists through victory and defeat. Attitude means always finding the 

good in situations and uplifting your cabin and teammates. Attitude means keeping an optimistic mindset and 

facing challenges head on. To have attitude means you must carry yourself in a genuine manner and always 

think of others before yourself. With all of this in mind, one can effectively represent Attitude at Camp 

Menominee. 

The C.I.T.s proceeded by honoring the following eight individuals: 

 

HUXLEY EVANGELIST 

I would like to call up HUXLEY EVANGELIST. In his 1st year at Camp Menominee, HUXLEY’s 

encouraging attitude and personality shines whether he is competing in Twilight League or 

cheering on his teammates during King of the Camp activities. You can catch HUXLEY at a 

competitive game of Trampball or Big Ten, and his attitude and spirit always remain high. For 

this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

 

The burning Way fire, expertly constructed by RYAN HUME 

and the C.I.T.s 
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PARKER MORRIS 

I would like to call up PARKER MORRIS. In just his 2nd year at the Friendly Confines, PARKER exemplifies an amazing 

attitude. Seen during King of the Camp, Twilight League, and Big Ten, his infectious smile and  

mindset at camp show how well he carries himself. Whether PARKER is trying to climb for a camp record or cheering on 

his fellow campers, his positive attitude rarely goes unseen. For this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor 

you. 

ELLIS BENJAMIN 

I would like to call up ELLIS BENJAMIN. In ELLIS’ 2nd year at Menominee, he has already shown how important it is to 

have a good attitude. ELLIS can be found anywhere around camp, consistently showing a smile on his face. ELLIS is always 

encouraging others to try new things and have fun. He maintains a good attitude regardless of if he wins or loses. For this, 

the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

ELI BULMER 

I would like to call up ELI BULMER. In his 3rd year at Camp, ELI represents a model attitude. Through being a Twilight 

League captain and encouraging his players on the field, ELI’s attitude is always shining. ELI is always trying new things 

around camp and refusing to give up no matter the activity or difficulty. For this, the Menominee Family would like to 

thank and honor you. 

CALEB SOSNOWITZ 

I would like to call up CALEB SOSNOWITZ. In just his 1st summer here at the Friendly Confines, it is incredible how much 

of an impact CALEB has made with his exemplary attitude. CALED can often be found playing Basketball in the Green 

House but can also be seen all around camp as he enjoys trying many different activities. His attitude has already spread 

to others in the short time he has been here. For this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

ANDREW MORRIS 

I would like to call up ANDREW MORRIS. In ANDREW’s 6th year at camp, he has displayed tremendous attitude and 

resilience. As a Twilight League Captain, ANDREW always remains positive and picks up his teammates when they need it 

most. Despite battling a sickness this week, ANDREW kept his positive attitude and helped lead the Camp as a member of 

the Senior Cabin. For this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

JOSH HARRIS 

I would like to call up JOSH HARRIS. Even though it is his 1st year at Camp Menominee, you can feel JOSH’s positive 

attitude all around camp from the Athletic Fields to the Waterfront. His attitude is reflected onto others around him 

through his loud voice and caring nature. JOSH has been involved from the start and shows it at every possible 

opportunity. For this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

DANIEL SHAMAH 

I would like to call up DANIEL SHAMAH. In DANIEL’s 4th year returning to the Friendly Confines, he has maintained a 

positive mindset and kept a great attitude. DANIEL is often seen teaching campers how to work out in the Green House 

and helping them achieve their fitness goals. Despite being away from camp for five years, DANIEL has returned with 

more passion for this place than ever. For this, the Menominee Family would like to thank and honor you. 

 


